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CAME OF FOOLS
BY JAMES BARR

The first edition of this startling play has raised a storm. of comment. Some

have been shocked; others, deeply stirred. A fearless, hard-hitting drama -

four young homosexuals brought into violent conflict with the moral conven-

tions of their community - how they faced obstacles and powerful pressures.

Told with James Barr's rare ability for making you see and know his

characters.

In his brilliant introduction, Mr. Barr writes:

"To the homosexual, everything seems to change except the public's abiding

scorn for homosexuality. Who keeps the fires banked and blazing? Anyone

who examines the beliefs of any conservative church, and acknowledges

religion as the cust~dian of our moral attitudes, usually seeks no further

for his first answer."
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FOURTH ANNUAL MEETING

INSTITUTE1 9 5 6 MIDWINTER

ONE's Fourth Annual Meeting, January 27,1956, reported su cc es efu.l-Laun-,
ching of the first book, "Game of Fools," plans for a second (see opposite
page); healthy growth for paid subscriptions; some setbacks with newsstand
distribution; problems of rising expenses and a 5.8"!. drop in receipts dur-
ing the year; election of a new Corporation member; Officers: Ann Carll
Reid, Chairman; Don Slater, Vice Chairman; William Lambert, Secretary-
Treasurer.

The Midwinter Institute, January 28, topic: "The New Look In America
Since 1950", opened with outline (by Lyn Pedersen, chairman for morning)
of scientific, social and literary trends which had prepared the way for
current changes and brief account of "Knights of the Clock," organized in
Los Angeles, one of the two predecessors of present-day organizations di-
rectly concerned with the homosexual question.

A paper on the other, "The Mattachine Foundation," by Henry Hay, one of
its Founders, described the Mattachine spirit as springing from roots in
the Middle Ages, when the Mattachines, bands of male and female homo-
sexuals, toured southern Europe as mimes and jesters, who entertained
while yet telling truths others dared not voice.

Remainder of the morning was conducted by the Mattachine Society (incor-
porated in 1953, upon the dissolution of the Foundation). Speech of Ken
Burns, Chairman, was read by Dale Olsen, Secretary. Mr. Burns said,
"Our guiding principle was evolution, not revolution .... we do not advocate
a homosexual culture of community, and we believe none exists. (We)
have advocated a change in laws dealing with homosexual offenses ... (and
conduct) informal public discussion groups." A salute to ONE was presen-
ted in printed form following Mattachine Review format.

In afternoon, Dr. Blanche M Baker, San Francisco psychiatrist, gave stim-
ulating assessment of ''Quatrefoil,'' as novel presenting positive aspects of
homosexuality, and "Homosexual in America," as valuable source book.

"National Association for Sexual Research, "Los Angeles, was described by
its President, G. S. Potter, as including: research (especially into "anal-
ytic methods currently used in sexual psychology); public relations; legal,
with monthly lectures ''by various attorneys and educators .... 24 hour tele-
phone service for those who require legal counsel; "legislative, with re-
commendations for statutory changes as, "one of the most important ob-
j ectives of NASR."

ONE's own presentation included: Education - need for fullfledged educa-
tional institution to study all aspects of homosexuality - start of classes
this year; Publications, by Don Slater, giving important part women occupy
with ONE, introducing several women staff members, paper by women's
editor; also introduction of officers of newly founded lesbian group in San
Francisco; Research emphasized need for "pure research" in the field;
Social Service, Charles Rowland, gave figures on job placement cases,
Group therapy s es sions held, and contacts with outside agencies. Retiring
Chairman, William Lambert, closed by citing remarkable changes since
1950: four organizations now active in the field and two magazines being
published. Saturday evening ONE held open house for visitors to the
Institute.
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~ presented blj THE BOOK DEPARTMENT:

HOMOSEXUALS TODAY
(ORGANIZATIONS & PUBLICATIONS)

A Handy Reference Book - Illustrated - Out May 31st

Contents Include: Knights of the Clock; The Mattachine
Foundation; ONE, Incorporated; Mattachine Society;
National Association for Sexual Research; Daughters of
Bilitis.

ONE MAGAZINE*MATTACHINE REVIEW
ONE CONFIDENTIAL

In Europe: Arcadie; Der Kreis; Vennen; Vriendschap;
Der Weg and many others.

ORDER TODA Y: Price $1.50; after publication $1.98.
In California add 3% tax; in Los Angeles 410.
~

ONE CONfIDENTIAL
FOR VOTING & NON -VOTING MEMBERS

A fearless, hard-hitting occasional newsletter. Things
you ought to know not suitable for the general reader,
or newsstand circulation; special news to ONE' s "fam-
ily," from the Library, Research, Social Service - all
the departments.

YOU MUST BE A MEMBER TO GET ONE, CONFI-
DENTIAL - ENROLL NOW!

First is sue, (out in March) containing the Corporation' s
Annual Report, and other confidential material.

ANNUAL MEMBERS ($1O) ONE, Magazine for 1 year;
the first issue of ONE, CONFIDENTIAL, a ticket to the
Annual Meeting.
CONTRIBUTING MEMBERS ($ 25) ONE, Magazine for 1
year; the first TWO issues of ONE, CONFIDENTIAL
(second to contain a list of lawyers); a ticket to Annual
Meeting.
SUSTAINING MEMBERS ($ 5 per month) ONE Magazine
for 1 year; ONE, CONFIDENTIAL for 1 year; a ticket
to Annual Meeting.
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An Open Letter
po CONSTITUTIONAL GUARANTEES C9VER HOMOSEXUALS?

Note to readers of ONE~ This letter in behalf
of several million American homosexuals subject-
ed to fear, persecution and discrimination, is
being addressed to Dr. Robert M. Hutchins, as
President of the Fund for the Republic, set up
by the Ford Foundation to clarify issues of
civil rights, and to Senator Thomas C. Hennings,
Jr, (D) Mo., chairman of the current U.S. Senate
Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights, in the
hope that these men or groups might be bold
enough to give attention to a subject seldom
faced by partisans of civil rights.

Dear Sirs:
The commendable and forthright work of each of you in

spotlighting "the erosion of our civil liberties," at a time
much threatened by conformity and a distorted concept of
national security, leads us to hope you may be willing to turn
attention to the wrongs suffered by a group shunned like
lepers by most defenders of liberty and justice.

More maligned in our society than even the Communist, and
lacking bold allies or even a developed sense of community
with his kind, each homosexual seems to stand alone as an out-
cast -- a secret sinner dreading exposure that may come at any
time. Those assuming such a minority to be a negligibly small
band of willfully perverted criminals can perhaps appr-ove such
socia.l ostracism. However, Dr. Kinsey's startling figures have
revealed what other investigators had indicated, that this is
a most sizeable group, far too large to be repressed without
sever consequences to society itself.

As also with persons considered politically unorthodox or
subversive, it is impossible to say how many homosexuals there
are in the U.S. Basic definitions vary. Under laws of most
states, any man committing a homosexual act would be classed
homosexual and criminally liable. Kinsey's figures indicate
approxima.tely 18,000,000 men (plus smaller numbers of women)
who having completed at least one such overt act might be con-
sidered homosexual by the courts. About 9,000,000 American men
have had considerable homosexual experience over at leasi a
three year period. About 2,000,000 are exclusively homosexual
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for life. Consider also many others motivated by unconscious
or willfully suppressed homoeroticism.

In general, one need not argue a point of justice on the
basis of the number of persons involved. Yet so great is the
prejudice against homosexuals that an appeal founded solely on
justice or right, or any scientific evidence, finds but few
listeners. And the deafest ears belong to those who hope by
assertive masculinity to avert suspicion of their own past.
It could well be maintained that the excessive animus against
homosexuals stems less from "fear of the unknown" than from
mass guilt feelings of those having known and later rejected
this impulse.

The laws that place a burden of criminal guilt on a third
of the populace and make every tenth man an "abominable" out-
law are serious laws indeed. Society would do well to closely
consider whether such laws are wise, just or even enforceable.

The purpose of this letter, which can but touch lightly
on a complex subject, goes beyond airing our complaint against
prejudiced, outmoded and unenforceable statutes. It is our
contention that in addition to the direct effect of unjust
laws, both active and occasional homosexuals are subjected to
constant fear and insecurity, slander and villification, dis-
crimination in employment and sudden waves of persecution
during which their basic legal rights may be totally ignored.
In their rights to peaceably assemble, and to be secure
against unreasonable search and seizure, homosexuals have been
particularly wronged. We cite the unfair handling of homosex-
uals in the armed services and in government security cases,
and the effects of inept laws such as the sex offender regis-
tration laws, new criminal psychopath laws with vague defin-
itions and indeterminate sentences not necessarily based on
the commission of specific proven acts, and the loose inter-
pretation of "catchall" statutes such as vagrancy laws.

More, the homosexual is doggedly frustrated in exercize
of what the Declaration of Independence calls the inalienable
right of all men to life, liberty and pursuit of happiness.
(The Constitution, not using any such phrase, implicitly deals
with such rights in the 9th and 14th Ammendments.) Appealing
to the right of "pursuit of happiness requires a certain clar-
ity of argument. Critics say such an appeal would leadm
license and anarchy. Superficially it might seem that all
manner of acts, now considered illegal, could be justified on
such basis. But for the homosexual the matter is clear and
direct. For him, that is, for the "exclusive" homosexual,
there are only two real choices as to how he can live, how he
can make use of the nature he somehow finds himself stuck
with. He can either thwart that nature (or society may do the
job for him) by devoting all his energy to preventing himself
from "doing what comes naturally," if I may use so flip a
phrase. Or he can release himself, free his energies, allow
himself to develop in the way natural to him. (There is much
pious talk about sublimation, but thiS, as a conscious program
for bypassing sex energies, generally results in a thwarted
individual, drawn like a tight-coiled spring, quite dangerous
should he ever lose control.) Another "third choice" is much
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talked about. Some authorities speak glibly of' "cures." but
f'or exclusive homosexuals. recorded cures are very rare. In
December. 1955. a British Medical Association Committee set to
study the subject in consideration of'proposed changes in the
law. stated. "The medical prof'ession has no panacea to of'f'er
f'or the cure of'homosexuality •••• it cannot alter his sexual
orientation •••• " Of' course. some border-line homosexuals can
be pushed over by psychiatric treatment of' one sort or another
into pursuing more acceptable heterosexual practices. but the
actual approach of'most therapists. even in state institutions
is merely to "adjust" the homosexual so as to lessen his
chance of' "getting caught."

On this grounds we justif'y our appeal to the right to
"pursuit of'happiness." So long as society can of'f'erno better
alternative. the homosexual can only f'ind his happiness as a
homosexual. inside or outside the law. Present restrictions
unnecessarily condemn a large class to a lif'e of' inescapable
f'alsehood. f'rustration and criminality. .

Fear and insecurity are the chief conditions of homosex-
ual lif'e in America. Finding himself diff'erent f'rom most men.
he nonetheless cannot change his impulses at will. He hears
the glib talk of' cure. and often tries to get himself cured.
but almost always f'inds that months or years of "treatment" do
nothing to alter his basic drives. His problem becomes one of'
satisfying or not satisf'ying his desires. Donning a social
mask so neighbors and business associates will not recognize
him f'or what he is. and hoping he can keep saf'e !'rom police
and blackmailers. A f'ew. in limited social environs. are able
to come out with the secret. to be themselves. but this is
rare. For many. law and social order come most unnecessarily
to appear as enemies. So they return in kind the hate society
hands them.

other considerations are raised hysterically. In the
public mind. homosexuality is identif'ied with all manner of
perversions and sex crimes. particularly with rapists and
child molesters. But any examination of statistics would show
that corruption of minors and crimes of' violence are about
equally distributed among heterosexuals and homosexuals. and
in either group. represent a minority. In both groups. it also
appears that these crimes. where not connected with subnormal
intelligence. tend to stem from !'rustration of the sexual
drives. As a consequence. one might predict that lessening the
tension under which homosexuals live would lessen the number
of homosexuals inclined to violence or molesting. It would
also reduce the heavy incidence of blackmail and resultant
violence.

A few years ago. an appeal for homosexual rights would
have been laughable. People just didn't talk about such ideas.
No homosexual would have dared so identify himself publicly.
In the last decade that condition has altered. Books on the
subject have had some circulation. National magazines have
nibbled daintily. though with some distaste. at the subject.
A few public f'igures have timidly suggested that present laws
leave much to be desired. A f'ew authorities have questioned
the generally accepted definitions of' "normality" and the
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inf'erences drawn there!'rom. And a few homosexuals have begun
to associate themselves publicly as citizens concerned with
improving their condition.

Their enemies have also been emboldened. Ex-Mayor Aron-
ovitz of'Miami devoted himself' to a hysterical campaign to rid
the city of "perverts" and tried to remove other of'f'icia18who
urged moderation.

Newsmen and politicians. along with the irresponsible
producers of the prolif'erating smut-and-slander magazines are
f'inding the "homosexual menace" a hot topic. The Senator !'rom
Wisconsin (who was himself' accused of'homosexuality by one
publisher) began his smear of'the State Department by attack-
ing homosexuals in the Dept. Another l~te Senator committed
suicide reputedly when "pressures" were brought on him regard-
ing his son's morals arrest. Minneapolis. Cape Cod. Charlotte.
San Jose. Santa Monica. Pasadena. Pittsburgh and Washington.
D. C. have had recent homosexual witch hunts. Boise. Idaho. is
now involved in such a f'urore. with the IDAHO STATESMAN howl-
ing "Root out this scourge," as if'homosexuality was new or
exclusive to Idaho.

f
Arrests of'homosexuals, with regular use of questionable

police methods, is common practice in most parts of'the count-
ry. Laws dealing with homosexuals are so worded as to ignore
many considerations of' "due process." The inept California
Lewd Vagrancy Statute, (like similar laws in many sta.tes)
despite recent clarification of'a few points, is so worded
that "a certain character trait" becomes a criminal of'f'ense,
so that it is unnecessary in court that a specif'ic act be
proved. Search of'homes of' suspected homosexuals without war-
r.ctntand seizure of' address books and correspondence have been
common police practice. "Vice" of'ficers regularly entice citi-
zens into compromising positions to make an arrest. Nor is it
rare to hear of vice of'ficers suggesting to their victim th.ctt
charges can be dropped f'or a suitable amount of cash. In
Pittsburgh, 1954, the entire vice squad was indicted on shake-
down charges, and it was indicated that many of the victims
were men whc , not necessarily homo sexua L, had merely appeared
to rise to the proferred bait. Certainly this goes beyond
normally required police action f'or the protection of' society.

There are many homosexual types who ought naturally come
under police surveillance: so-called "hustlers" who use their
homosexuality for theft, blackmail and violence, many juvenile
and other male prostitutes, and those who may legitimately be
classed as dangerous psychopaths. But these are no more repre-
sentative of homosexual~ generally than rapists are of' Negroes
or Communist saboteurs are of liberals.

The general persecution of homo sexua ls has had it.smost
unsavory result in the restriction of the sort of places where
homosexuals may gather to the more anti-social conditions and
environments, and in constant harrassment of even such places.
(Courts have at times disapproved of this practice.) Thus even
in the cheap bars and other gathering places, there is the
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constant fear of a "raid" or vice squad "plants." Under less
restrictive conditions (such as exist in most of Europe) few
homosexuals show any affinity for such places.

Police raids involving homosexuals have had many question-
able and some ridiculous aspects. Men were charged with homo~
sexuality on Miami Beach for wearing "flimsy bathing attire."
There and in Santa Monica men have been arrested for being on
a part of the beach "habituated by homosexuals." In Baltimore
recently, the Pepper Hill Club was raided and everyone present
(162) was taken in and booked. This has been common practice,
though frowned on by some courts, as was true in the Baltimore
case. In Charlotte and Boise the discovery that some homosex-
uals were involved in acts with minors (the adult, though
responsible, is not always the agressor) led to general ar-
rests of homosexuals in the community.

We do not deny the necessary function of police powers.
We recognize the areas of natural conflict between those pow-
ers and the "pursuit of happiness." But we question ·whether
the thoroughgoing discrimination against the homosexual is
necessary to the preservation of social order. We maintain on
the contrary that this very discrimination threatens order, in
encouraging unwarranted excesses of the police power, in
unnecessarily making a large class of potentially useful citi-
zens anti-social, in creating festering spots of fear and
hatred, in thwarting the lives and natural development for
millions who have no alternative and in magnifying dangerous
guilt feelings in other segments of the population.

Public hysteria and attacks on homosexuals have increased
as the subject comes more into the light. David Riesman has
suggested that as the Negro progressively escapes his role as
public scapegoat, and as the Communist hunt grows stale, the
bigoted are likely to turn more to homosexuals for attack.

What would be the consequences of relaxing some parts of
the restrictions? Would the walls of morality come tumbling
down? Would men desert heterosexual monogamy? Would the birth
rate fall disastrously? We think not, and in thiS, the British
Medical report agrees. Such consequences could follow only if
heterosexuality itself were assumed to be unnatural and
enforced only by restrictive law. Most men,being basically
heterosexual, will remain so without legal force. Likewise the
homosexual minority will remain generally as it is despite
prejudice, laws or mores. In no society, past or present, no
matter how restrictive, has homosexuality been absent. In no
society, no matter how permissive, has the natural impulse
of the majority been impaired by granting freedom to inverts.

Objection may be raised to classifying homosexuals as a
minority denied its natural outlet" discriminated against and
persecuted. Some will say this 'discrimination" is society
protecting its moral integrity; that the "persecution" is
necessary police action against gross indecency; that what we
call a natural outlet for a minority is a most unnatural out-
let for anyone. The popular view of homosexuals is as willful
perverts who choose to live a corrupted life. Since even
scientists often begin with premises generally accepted in the
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society about them, some psychiatrists and sociologists hold
this same opinion, without ever having critically examined it.

Yet even if homosexualit¥ were proven abnormal (in any
more than a statistical sense) neither science nor society is
now capable of eradicating it. Homosexuals exist, and are not
generally responsible for their condition -- and the condition
is generally harmless. (Church of England's Moral Welfare
Council recognized homosexual acts between mutually consenting
adults as less serious than adultery which results in bastard-
ry and divorces.) No unbiased scientific study has even shown
homosexuality to be either biologically abnormal or socially
harmful. Scientists discover the practice about as widespread
among animals as among men, and about as widespread in the
great periods of human history as in the worst. In our own
society homosexuals have been found among the best and the
worst of men. It has always been thus, and perhaps will always
be thus, unless psychiatrists find ways to make all men react
in identical ways to the same stimuli, thus achieving a truly
"normal" society of total conformity -- if that is desired.

But who would wish to live in such a world? The magnifi-
cence of the "American Ideal" lies in the discovery that the
world, or any country in it, is large enough for differing
peoples with different concepts of right and wrong to live
together in tolerant harmony. The nation we most decry is that
nation where the dead hand of conformity has done its worst,
where all thought and action must fit what is officially
acceptible. In our own country there have been shortcomings in
our practical application of this ideal ••• but we always have
faith that we can overcome them. The homosexual now feels that
it is his turn to receive fairness arid tolerance.

We realize, Senator Hennings, and Dr. Hutchins, that the
taboos on this subject are great, and not likely to disappear
overnight, and that it might well be politically foolhardy for
you to tackle such a question. But the evidence does not imply
that either of you are timid men.

Most Sincerely,

~
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tangents
news (:, views

BOISE, IDAHO, 11-2-55, et seq.:
Investigations by "private eye"
Howard Dice of Gem State Investi-
gation Service lead to arrest of
Boiseans Vernon Cassel, Ralph
Cooper and Charles Brokaw, whose
tape-recorded confessions admitted
sex acts with at least ten local boys
over long period of time.

Shoeshiner Cooper, 33, with long
police record (reportedly served
time for contributing to delinquency
of minor in 1935-something of a
minor himself then) hastily sen-
tenced to "life" in State Prison.

Ada County probation officer Bess
sez: only "scratches the surface" of
investigation involving several men
and over 100 boys in Boise. Few
days later, Idaho 1st Natl. Bank
vice-pres., Joe Moore, taken in cus-
tody. Ada County Prosecutor Evans
and Sheriff "Doc" House say inves-
tigation to continue. Two brothers
by adoption, Gordon and Schaffer,
arrested following week, after sign-
ing confessions regarding two boys
aged 15. They were recently paroled
after similar charge. Both got 15
year sentences.

"CRUSH THE MONSTER" howled
IDAHO DAILY STATESMAN."It seems
almost incredible any such cancerous
growth could have faken roots in our
midst."
. Most of those arrested seem to
have been tricked or pressured into
signing statements, and generally
implicating other "suspects" in a

by dal mcintire

widening circle. A reader reports at
least 40 others were picked up for
questioning, many signing state-
ments, and 150 were listed as sus-
pects. No hint of this in the STATES-
MAN.

After initial shock, the STATES-
MAN editorialized that arrests can't
even help correct the situation, that
homosexuality is not new nor easily
remedied, quoted from recent COR-
ONET article, and opined that prob-
lem increases geometrically from
generation to next: "Tragically, the
scourge multiplies since one adult
homosexual usually infects several
boys." No one in the whole hysteri-
cal state seemed aware that only a
few homosexuals (like similar minor-
ity of heteros) have any sex interest
in juveniles. But STATESMAN recom-
mended "treatment" in place of
prison, urging full scale hunt to find
all homosexuals before any more
youths are corrupted, but pleading
to make arrests more politely, as
"the expose of 'homosexuals is cruel
torture to the families of persons in-
volved and to business associates."
Also urged immediate psychiatric
care for all youths involved-vati-
ously numbered as perhaps over
200. (KEYHOLE said 1,000.)

Martin Heuman, Sheriff House,
Chief Brandon, et aI., hastily set up
YOUTH ADVISORY COMMITTEE to
arrange treatment and jobs for boys.
(House said most boys entered sex
liasons for money.)
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Similar arrests (and flurry of
suicides by men) reported through-
out state. Parma man arrested visit-
ing brother in Oregon (Canyon
County Sheriff Haile sez "no reason
to believe there would be any more
arrests on morals charges in the
county) on charges involving two
Caldwell boys. Case dismissed when
youth reversed testimony on witness
stand. Perjury charges against boy
dropped, but he was ordered to state
psychiatrist. Another Parma man
charged with shooting brother ear-
lier sentenced to 20 years for mo-
lesting. '

Lesser scandals included vandal-
ism, raid on V. of F.W. stag show,
Legion attempt to stop Dr. Hutchins
speaking at Univ. Idaho, war on slot
machines and cases of men molest-
ing girls reported in small print. And
many, many speeches.

11-24-55: More arrests: store
buyer Gough, attorney Paris Martin,
liquor salesman Wilson and hospital
attendant Pruett "on evidence by a
number of boys." And at intervals
of a few days: school teacher Bart-
lett, admitting act with 20-year-old
"boy"; janitor Dillon, confessing act
with boy; Alma Farnsworth; pianist
Jimmy Sales and clothing store sales-
man Larsen charged in acts with
adults. Interval while cases go thru
legal channels.

Irate citizens, demand miracles of
state psychiatric staff. Supt. Crom-
well of State Hospital South at
Blackfoot blamed state law (cutting
pay and prohibiting licensing of
doctors trained abroad) for loss of
best men on staff. Board of HeaIth
discusses rehabilitation of youths.
Advisory Committee ran public mass
meeting. Dr. John l. Butler, tempo-
rary chief of Idaho Dept. of Mental
Health, arrived in Boise to tackle
moral problems. Mayor Edelfsen
and City Council in joint statement
(after closed hearings) call for
"trained investigating officer to deal

primarily with homosexual problem."
Dr. Butler quoted opposing prison

for adult homosexuals. "We have to
build up community supports for
them ... One alternative might be
to let them form their own society
and be left alone." This columnist
feels segregation an unwise ap-
proach - yet with advantages over
present situation. Homosexuals must
find place in general society. But
we commend Dr. Butler's daring.

Retired Boise farmer, "keeping
phone lines hot," woke Gov. Smylie
one night with unusual solution: put
all contaminated youths on CCC-
type project (mandatory Bible read-
ing) building something useful like
road to Table Rock where large cross
being erected, or spelling out BOISE
in large letters on hillside for edifi-
cation of passing planes. Doesn't
feel boys need doctor or psychiatrist
as adviser, but rather "a fatherly
and spiritual person."

Banker Joe Moore pleads guilty.
Wife, son, et aI., as character wit-
nesses. Atty. John Carver Jr. in 56-
page research presentation, quoting
from Kinsey, Karpman and Illinois
Commission on Sex Offenders, says
"Understanding of sexual deviation
requires the burying of a number of
ghosts, born of prudery and igno-
rance."

Willard Wilson pleads guilty.
State Warden Clapp describes prob-
lems of homosexuals in prison, urges
segregation. He and other authori-
ties say prison hinders rehabilitation.
Judge Young: adults who engage in
homosexual practices must "expect
more than the prospect of psychiatric
treatment." Judge Koelsch, denying
pleas for treatment instead of prison,
said criminal law more concerned
with society than the individual.

Penitentiary terms: Moore, 7 years;
Cassel, 10; Pruett, 5; Brokaw, 5,
commuted to 6 months, county jail
(for assistance "in unearthing other
similar conduct," as evidence of
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"rehabilitation"); Wilson up to 5.
State Supreme Court reverses bail
denial for Moore and Wilson pend-
ing appeals.

Attorney Paris Martin first to
plead" not guilty." Teacher Bartlett,
now undergoing treatment, said
Sheriff and Prosecutor led him to
believe confession would lead to
treatment, not indictment.

Only the Boise police know how
much further ... Without condoning
acts of some defendants, we must
deplore this stupid affair and gen-
eral tendency to equate homosexuals
with molesters. Particularly we feel
this furore can only harm most of
the youths. Many might easily have
forgotten their adolescent adven-
tures, but not now. This miasma of
intolerant ignorance can only maim
them and to a greater degree than
the worst consequences of their sex-
ual liasons, nor is any assistance the
state is prepared to give likely to
help. Idahoans, like citizens in many
another state, expect miracles from
the agencies but are reluctant to
foot the bill.
SURVEY

1-5-56: Following arrest of special
policeman Ray Harris in Farmington,
N.M., charges made against nine
juveniles. At least 30 youths re-
putedly involved in charges of
sodomy, etc ...

Columbus, Ohio, November:
Rookie cop, dressed as woman for
"rape" detail, shot youth who "tried
to get away." Patrolman Burton's
gun-toting wife later received threat-
ening calls. Anyhow, Burton and
four other cops make cute girls ...

Feb. 55: Mayor D'Alesandro gave
Baltimore-born Leon Uris keys to
city at film-premiere of BATTLECRY,
based on Uris' book. October: Mayor
listed Uris' book (and 499 others)
as "objectionable." Uris angrily re-
turned "keys." November: Painting
withdrawn from Peale Museum after
Mayor called it "obscene." Depict-
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ing nudes on bed, painting was con-
fined to director's office, became
major attraction (disappointing to
thrill seekers) 'til locked up. In pro-
test, seven artists withdraw paintings
from show ...

Calif. Dept. of Mental Hygiene
sez new policy of sending sex of-
fenders to mental hospitals instead
of jails pays off in reduction of re-
peaters to about 1 % . . . Gloyd
Rose, Dist. Atty. investigator, alleg-
edly drunk, disorderly, resisting ar-
rest, partly disrobed in car with two
teenage boys, who gave conflicting
testimony ... San Jose cop let inti-
mate diary fall into wrong hands,
involving him and local youth for
"crimes against nature" ... Santa
Monica police and sheriff's vice raid:
according to S.M. OUTLOOK arrest-
ing 11 and questioning 30. Witnesses
say many others got rough question-
ing. Move made later to close Ren-
dezvous bathhouse. One pleaded
guilty. Nine, pleading not guilty, to
trial. Charge: making advances to
deputies ... Few blocks down beach
in Venice, Calif., bathers excitedly
gathered around washed-up carcass
of "real" sea serpent, 'til a marine
biologist said it was just a slightly
chewed-up shark ...

North Bronx vice squad dis-
banded - Police Commissioner dis-
satisfied with operations . . . And
other arrests and accusations here
and there ...

possibility that the victim might also
have been knifed for the few bills
he had in his pocket." Picture of
slain boy captioned "Slain by
Fiend." Another pic showed two
boys, not mentioned in story, cap-
tion saying they described suspect.

BOSTON DAILY RECORD, follow-
ing day, says these witnesses de-
scribed 17 -yr.-old extortionist, who
was "shaking down" newsboys, and
was seen in area at time. Also men-
tioned "a medical report that the
boy had not been molested sex-
ually."

EVENING AMERrCAN (same date
-both Hearst papers) still prefer-
red sex angle, flamboyantly de-
tailed police questioning of 19-yr.-
old suspect with sex record (identi-
fied from picture by another news-
boy as seen with victim) but "sus-
pect" had been in Vermont at time.
AMERICAN still headlined "sex
death" with no word about extor-
tion or medical report.

Same paper, 10-11-55, front-
page: Caption under photo of mother
of one of three slain Chicago boys,
says their son "and two other boys
were slain by a sex maniac." In a
hysterically irresponsible story of this
horrible murder, down in paragraph
21: "An autopsy revealed that none
of the victims had been molested

sexually." ... I suppose, as a reader
suggests, much depends on which
page or edition you read.

SEX AND ENGLAND
British Medical Association re-

cently published an astonishing
summation of varying attitudes and
recommendations on homosexuality.
(HOMOSEXUALITY AND PROSTITU-
TION, B.M.A., Tavistock Square,
W.C.1, London, 2s. 6d.). Estimated
half million homosexuals in England
(about 2%), many even in Parlia-
ment, etc. Limited criticism of current
law. Distinguishes "acquired" and
"essential" homosexuals, but sticks
to moral disapproval of the homo-
sexual act, rationalized in social
terms. Rehashes the aetiology. "The
medical profession has no panacea
to offer for the cure of homosexual-
ity, but it is in a position to do valu-
able work in enabling the individual
to overcome his disability, even if it
cannot alter his sexual orientation.
It must be admitted with regret that
some of the advice given to homo-
sexuals in the name of treatment is
often useless ... " In an appen-
dix it is suggested that homosexuals
can best cure themselves by getting
religion. Strong study, with much
good in it, but unbelievably uneven.

~ BOOKS
AGAINST TH'E LAW, Peter Wilde-

blood, Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 16s.
Autobiography of Montagu's co-
defendent, plea for rights of homo-
sexuals and indicting account of
prison experience. Strong, well-
written, without self-pity.

THEY STAND APART, Hon. J.
Tudor Rees, Ed., Wm. Heineman,
l.td., london, 21 s., A Critical Survey
of the Problem of Homosexuality;
Contributors: Visco Hailisham, Q.c.,
Dr. W. l. Neustatter, H. A. Hammel-
mann, Rev. Dr. D. S. Bailey. Highly
recommended.

AND PLAYS
New 6-pg. YOUR RIGHTS IF AR-

RESTED, free from AClU or Bar As-
sociations. In NYC (at the President)
from london, louise Albritton's 2-
acter, THIRD PERSON; a marriage on
rocks when husband's wartime
buddy moves in to supplant wife.

leonard lyons calls Arthur Mil-
ler's latest play VIEW FROM THE
BRIDGE, a sort of Spaghetti and
Sympathy. longshoreman, jealous of
his orphan niece, accuses her illegal
immigrant lover of homosexuality.
With Van Heflin, Richard Davalos,
Gloria Marlowe and J. Carrol Naish.

FOURTH ESTATE
BOSTON EVENING AMERICAN,

10-3-55: "Spurred by pleas of an
outraged mother and father, homi-
cide detectives today rounded up
scores of known sex deviates and
hoodlums in the hunt for slayer of
William McGrath, 12-year-old shoe-
shine boy ... fatally knifed in an
alley in the theatrical district. Twelve
suspects have already been ques-
tioned ... " and a dozen para-
graphs later, "Captain Frank Wilson
of homicide ... not overlooking the
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INTERNA TIONAL News from other countries; ·trans-
lations and selections from homo-
file ml>gazines abroad.

Kabuki Impersonators, Intimate Clubs, International Atmosphere

Characterize Japanese Gay Life

.............. By Far Eastern Correspondent

Gay life in the neon-charged par-
adise land of the cherry blossoms -
Tokyo, Japan, is a unique blend of
medieval and metropolitan culture
that reveals post-war Japan as an
intriguing excursion of Oriental
charm and .custom mirroring a new
and original slant of homosexual re-
lations and problems.

The motion picture - a much
censored item in America - appears
in Japan as a bold and realistic
work of art in the world's third larg-
est city. It is a frank panorama re-
flecting all classes of life, both
feudalistic and modern, in its untir-
ing effort for realism and honesty;
the only unfortunate note being the
cliche-ridden standard suicidal anti-
climax. But the Nipponese have pro-
duced a more advanced and mature
picture than usual in the Adolescent
Spook Story which unfolds in dra-
matic black and white shadows the
story of a prima ballerina of promis-
ing talent who is endowed with
physical male characteristics and the
body of a woman, as a different
slant on a segment of our life, and a
girl's quest for happiness and fulfill-
ment within its confines.

It required a daring and demand-
ing change of makeup for the fe-
male actress of her native land to
portray such a difficult and exacting
role, yet she has played her role
with a rare finesse and understand-
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ing that is a joy' to behold and a
world-wide triumph of the beauty
and sincerity of homosexual love.

Adolescent Spook Story is a de-
lightfully optimistic stroke, and it is
unfortunate that foreign film distrib-
utors will probably bar it from ex-
port. For, unlike the award-studded
Rashomon, Ugetsu, and Gate of Hell,
this film is indicative of the majority
of Nipponese products intended for
domestic enjoyment only. Ii is only
the prestige pictures which leave the
Japanese soil. This is a film which
all adherents of One Inc. should see
and acclaim, as it is one of the first
pictorial efforts to mirror the homo-
sexual love scene in a constructive
way.

Perhaps its inception is a direct
outgrowth of the Japanese drama
called Kabuki. The Kabuki troupes
have so impregnated Nipponese cul-
ture and custom that they are still
high on the preference list and over-
shadow all but a few attempts to
present such modern dramas as A
Streetcar Named Desire on the Jap-
anese stage. Kabuki is highly in-
'stilled in the Oriental's blood as the
summit of the actor's skill, and
though most of its repertoire consists
of feudalistic plays of the 17th and
18th Centuries, it is doubtful if the
modern drama will come to the fore
for many years.

To those uninitiated, Kabuki
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stresses the individual facial contor-
tions of the actor, rather than the
play, scenes, ciction, or messoqes
imparted. Drawing a simile from
early Shakespearan casting, Kabuki
troupes are exclusively male. The fe-
male is considered too frail and in-
ept to portray the gymnastics of this
active drama. This custom has per-
sisted to the present, and is akin to
our female impersonators. The ma-
jority of Kabuki plays denote a crisis
of feudalistic origin - a war lord's
imperial love for his abducted serf,
a verbal and physical battle be-
tween rivals, or the winning of a
paramour from filial confines. The

makeup is intense and grotesque,
somewhat suggestive of the twin
historic masks of comedy and trog-
edy. The ebony hair is straight and
uptwined, the face as white as snow,
the mask like a clown, the costume
usually a long and flowing kimono.
The female impersonators are called
"Oyama" and are so trained in the
detoiled functions of the feminine
contingent from childhood that the
whole life of the male becomes that
of the female. "The women that
these 'Oyama' enact on the stage
are considered to be even more fem-
inine than the real women them-
selves." •

• From The Guide 1955. Published by English-speaking Manichi Newspapers, Inc. Tokyo, Jopan.
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For the most part, Tokyo has se-
curely bound its revelers in the out-
lying suburban areas in disguised
geisha palaces with traditional slid-
ing panels and lanterns and the im-
personators attired in obi (sash)
and kimono, reclining on the crisp
floors sipping their tee and inhaling
the Lucky Strike of Japanese brands,
the ever-popular bitter-sweet aroma
of Peace Cigarettes.

But there is the international set
which hovers in secluded bars and
hostelries in the port bay of Yoko-
hama and downtown Tokyo. This
group includes a gross representa-
tion of Americans, both men and
women. In Tokyo there is a tiny and
intimate bar with a rectangular ul-
tramodern facade called the Cafe
Bon Heur, where some 70 plus
American service personnel of all
ages and civilians habituate. It is an
exact replica of this sort of thing in
the States - of course operated and
staffed by Japanese and condoned
because the basic Japanese legal
and moral sanctions do not interfere
with the gay element. In fact, re-
move the military authorities and
Japan-particularly Tokyo-would
be the most ideal climate for homo-
sexuals. Spotlights, autumn hues,
and an upstairs with low-lighting,
cushioned window seats and si-
phoned mood music pervade the
Club Bon Heur. The most impressive
element about it is its location. Not
miles away in a quiet suburb but
mere steps away from the heart and
main street of Tokyo - the Ginza.
The Bon Heur is located directly
across the bridge from the Picadilly
Theater and it is a wonder it has
existed, 10, these many years. The
club is frequented primarily by navy
and air force personnel with a few
stray army and marine and female
element thrown in. The atmosphere
is usually quiet with dancing and the

•

usual mannerisms of the group and
infrequently an over-intoxicated pa-
tron will display his terpsichorean
abilities.

There is another small upstairs
haven called the Shangri-La a few
minutes cab ride from +he Ginza and
located in a small suburban shop-
ping district near a railroad over-
head; very inconspicuous, it is owned
and operated by an American. There
is an overhead terrace, bay win-
dows, indirect lighting, a small bar,
paintings, and low-lined sandwich-
size tables. One may find themselves
talking to a serviceman, a film
executive, or a Nipponese proprietor
who" understands."

In the feminine department, there
is much afoot with the WAC and
WAAF personnel who mostly confine
their associations with chanteuses
and dancers of the Japanese theat-
rical circuit. Nine out of ten females
prefer the Nipponese companions to
their own kind and vice versa.

In Yokohama, once a hot-bed of
activity but since toned down by
repeated raids by military police
and port authorities, the vestige of a
once-highly active society abounds
in an upstairs cabaret which now
caters to mixed patronage but which
once was exclusively gay. It is no
curiosity to see Japanese men danc-
ing together or with Japanese wo-
men or with American men and/or
women, and any remaining variety
or combination.

The Japanese themselves are a
highly emotional and cultured peo-
ple, and they look toward the re-
moval of all restrictions in the direc-
tion of the homosexual by the law
and police force. Noting the trend
as indicated in the ballerina film
mentioned above, homosexuals in
Japan view the future with a bal-
anced note of optimism.

/8

SHORT STORY CONTEST RESULTS

ONE proudly announces the winners of the short story contest for
1955. First, second and third places were chosen by a panel of
Impartial judges. Winners were selected from the stories pub-
lished in ONE during the past year.

$25.00 FIRST PLACE: PASSING STRANGER- Clarkson Crane

$10.00 SECOND PLACE: THE KEY- John Paul Tegner

$5.00 THIRD PLACE: (TIED)
PIROUETTE- Gabrie"e Gane"e
4 O'CLOCK TEA- John Paul Tegner

Honorable Mention was awarded to Jody Shotwell for THEIRON-
ING and to Rick Davis for SUMMERI WAS TWELVE.Congratulations
to alii

WHEN IN PARIS

--: de F"~, 8~

6 Avenue Rachel {near
tween Moulin Rouge &
Op en from 6 P. M.
English & German
ONE welcome.

Place Clichy, be-
Gaumont Theater}
Closed Tuesdays.

spoken. Readers of

WHAT ABOUT RADICALISM?

NEW PUBLICATION -- liT HERA D IC AL. II

Seeking "the original, fundamental root of
things, to effect a reasoning change."

F R E E
For information: Write, Bernard McColey
220 W. 17th Street, New York 11, N. Y .
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BOOKS & PUBLICATIONS
Notices and reviews of books. ar-
ticles. plays and poetry dealing with
homosexuality and the sex variant.
Readers are invited to send in reo
views or printed matter for review.

BOOK SERVICE
VARIATIONS IN SEXUAL BEHAVIOR by Frank S. Caprio. CitadeL 5.00

The latest study by the widely acclaimed author of THE POWER OF SEX. THE SEXUALLY
ADEQUATE. FEMALE HOMOSEXUALITY-in which the author makes liberal use of pornop-
raphy os scientific investigation interspersed with quotations from One magazine. If you
like dirty stories. this is a must.

THE OTHER MAN by Donald J. West, Morrow 4.00
A study of the Social. Legal, and Clinical Aspects of homosexuality. About the best thing
an the subject to date. •

THE DEER PARK by Norman Mailer, Putnam .
An outstanding new novel by the author of THE NAKED AND THE DEAD.

ALL THE SEXES by George W. Henry, RineharL 7.50
The sage of Cayuga dishes up same of his oldest (and moldiest) platitudes, newly spiced
with the language of bebop and trade. 0 science, what crimes are committed in thy name!
Then again, you might be just perverse enough to enjoy this unique serving.

4.00

THE OUTER RING by Audrey Lindop, Appleton 3.75
An extremely able novelist tells the story of Jeremy Stretton who conquers his homosexual
impulses only when he discovers that even as 0 homosexual he may be accepted as an
ordinary human being.

ONE ARM by Tennessee Williams, New Directions 4.50
Accepted as classics since their first publication in 1948, this is the first popular edition of
these scarce stories made available.

CAT ON A HOT TIN ROOF by Tennessee Williams, New Directions..... . 3.00
In his explosive Pulitzer Prize play Mr. Williams explores a dying marriage in the light of
a doubtful masculinity. Possibly his best play.

THE MISSING MACLEANS by Geoffrey Hoard, Viking 3.75
A factual discussion of the diplomats whose disappearance was one of the causes of the
purging of homosexuals from international diplomotic circles.

THE TROUBLED MIDNIGHT by Rodney Garland, Coward·McCann 3.50
A novel based on the Maclean case by the author of the very successful THE' HEART IN
EXILE.

FEMALE HOMOSEXUALITY by Frank S. Caprio, Citadel .
The most thorough work on lesbianism which has yet been published.

5.00

GAME OF FOOLS by James Barr Fugate, ONE Inc 4.50
A forceful new play by the author of the very popular QUATREFOIL and DERRICKS.

~ Remittance must accompany all orders. Add 20 cents for shipping costs, tax in California.

Address ONE Inc., Book Dept., 232 So. Hill Street, Los Angeles 12, California.
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CENSORSHIP IN THE UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA
Durban:

The recent banning in South Africa of QUATREFOIL, a thoroughly moral
book on the subject of homosexuality by James Barr, has stimulated the
interest of our "gay" fraternity in the laws under which such action may be
taken. The first peculiarity to note is that the act covers only imported material
and may be evaded at present by issuing banned books from publishing
houses in the Union.

When books .are. imported, the Customs Department or other local
officials examine them to see if they appear to warrant scrutiny by the
Censorship Board or its appointed readers. THE RAPE OF THE EARTH (a treatise
on soil erosion) was actually sent to Cape Town under this classification and
not released to the public for weeks. In such circumstances all copies of the
books in question are impounded pending the board's decision.

As the board of 11 members with 3 alternate members and 31 readers
has to cope with the entire importation of books into the country, delays are
often prolonged. Furthermore, many books which have been selling in the
country for years-QUATREFOIL was one-are taken up suddenly and
banned, presumably as a result of complaint by some enthusiast for "moral
uplift. "

When this happens, libraries, booksellers and private owners are required
to destroy their copies. It has sometimes happened that, through erroneous
publication of a title in the Governm.ent Gazette, books have been destroyed
when banned only in a limited edition. One at least-Kinsey's female study-
was banned for a period, after which the ban was lifted.

However, the private citizen who cherishes a book in the hope that the
Mother Grundies will endure a change of heart is likely to be disappointed in
no uncertain 'manner, as he is liable to be fined up to £1,000 even for owning
it. The fact that he does not offer it for sale or loan, or even show it to a
friend, is quite irrelevant. By March last year the Durban Civic Library had
already burned 300 books to the value of some £150, and a commercial
library was facing a charge after a police sergeant had trapped the librarian
into lending him a copy of Noel langley's CAGE ME A PEACOCK.

Reasons for banning come under the three headings, Race Relations,
Communism and Sex. The trouble-particularly as regards the last-is that the
law cannot lay down any specific standard, which leaves the decision to
individual opinions and prejudice. Furthermore, the only "remedy" is an
appeal to the Minister of the Interior, whose most likely response would be to
send the decision back to the board for review. There is no way known to me
by which the chairman of the board can be taken to court, put on the witness
stand, and required to explain and justify his action in banning a book under
oath. In practice, therefore, there is no way in which the reign of prejudice
can be effectively challenged.

In the case of the particular book mentioned I am advised that is was
the subject matter itself which "profoundly shocked" the chairman of the
board. In such circumstances, what chance has any other book, once it has
attracted official notice? Very few of them have sufficiently apologetic end-
ings, sufficient threats of doom or sulphurous breaths from the holocausts of
Sodom and Gomorrah to satisfy such puritanical characters as are arbiters of
our public morals today. It is a profoundly depressing situation.

B. E. J.
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FASHION AND THE UNCONSCIOUS••.•••.••. Edmund Bergler, M.D.

Brunner, $5.75

A check through the psychoanalytic literature reveals no book on CLOTHES
AND FASHION since Flugel's work which is almost 25 years old. Quite sur-
prising in view of the importance of this subject to the psychoanalyst.

Dr. Bergler fills this gap. His analysis of fashion designers led him to the
extensive literature on fashion and clothes. As the result, he raised some
provocative questions: Who invented clothes in the first place? Why? Decora-
tion, modesty, protection? All three-but what do these mean to the wearer,
to the observer and the designer? Modesty has been correlated with repressed
exhibitionism; decoration with the long-forgotten custom of wearing of magi-
cal amulets. Protection? Not as long as the half-clad female is more alluring
(to many men) than the nude.

"Fashion is a form of ugliness so intolerable that women have to alter
it every six months," quipped Oscar Wilde. Who is responsible for the foolish-
ness in fashion? The designers, to mention one group. Male homosexuals (who
are inwardly terrified of women) are predominant in designing women's
clothes. Whatever their rationalizations they hate women, as a defense. After
analyzing over 100 male homosexuals, many of them connected with the
fashion industry, Dr. Bergler reached the conclusion that unsuspecting women
are victims of a fashion hoax perpetrated by the unconscious of some
designers.

The author submits the thesis that clothes are a masculine invention
(rather than a specifically feminine interest) secondarily thrust upon women to
alleviate man's unconscious infantile fear, masochistically tinged, of the
female body. It is the identical diffuse early infantile fear which increases to
terror in the homosexual. Dr. Bergler discusses psychology of the latter in
detail and clarifies the misconceptions centering around the homosexual's
psychic makeup.

How about the typical male who is above this "fashion nonsense"?
What is his attitude? The theory is suggested that feminine attire is man's
unconscious reassurance against his own repressed fears, and the equally
repressed fantasies connected with them: the magic of the intervening thin
layer of material-the improved skin-seems to do the trick. Nevertheless,
man-for whom the neckline plunges, for whom the skirts are shortened and
swirled, who whistles (sometimes in thought) after every good looking girl-is
not, as he believes, running after Lady Godiva. What he is frantically looking
for is inner reassurance that he is THE HE-MAN. The interconnection between
man's inner and deeply repressed masochistic fear and (used as an inner de-
fense) his two pseudo-aggressive "transgressions into the forbidden" (peeping
and mental undressing), lies at the crux of the matter.

What do women live out in their obsession with fashion? Are there
sartorial "anti-talents" among them? Can "lack of taste" be defined? On the
basis of Dr. Bergler's case histories, the thesis is presented that there are,
sartorially speaking, no "tasteless" women, only neurotically inhibited ones.
Dr. Bergler also investigates the unconsciously determined choice of color.

A separate chapter ("In Defense of Men") discusses unconscious tribu-
taries to love and jealousy, and the connection with the misuse of clothes.

~
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Edmund Bergler, M.D., long a prominent figure in the forefront of
psychiatric thinking and writing, has been in private practice as a psycho-
analytic psychiatrist in Vienna and New York since 1927. A graduate of the
Medical School of the Univ. of Vienna, he was on the staff of the Psycho-
analytic Freud-Clinic in Vienna from 1927 to 1937, serving the last four years
as assistant director. In 1942-43 and 1944-45 he was a lecturer at the
Psychoanalytic Institute in New York. He holds membership in various psycho-
analytic and psychiatric societies. He has published 13 books and 190
scientific papers in eleven countries on the theory and therapy of neurosis.
Among his works are the well known THE SUPEREGO, THE BASIC NEUROSIS,
UNHAPPY MARRIAGE AND DIVORCE, MONEY AND EMOTIONAL CONFLICTS.

LOVELIESTOF FRIENDS.••..••.••.•..••... G. Sheila Donisthorpe

Berkeley Pub. Corp., New York

The author of this obviously autobiographical novel seems to have only
one purpose in mind-VENGEANCE! It is all too true that unbiased treatments
of the lesbian theme in fiction are rarer than dinosaur eggs, but this author
carries the "she done me wrong and I intend to get even" approach even
farther than most. Her revenge is directed, not at the individual, but at the
species. I am sure she will be happy to know that she has written a damaging
book, primarily because it is just (barely) well-written enough so that it won't
be shrugged off as just so much more sensational trash. And that is a pity,
because it is trash.

We open with Audrey, beautiful, of course, utterly conventional, happily
married and deeply in love with a perfect dreamboat of a husband who
adores her and provides her with all the finer things of life, being introduced
to Kim by mutual women friends. Now this Kim is very attractive in a masculine
sort of way, though not "offensively" so, and Audrey is drawn to her right
away. Why, I'll never know, since she's so crazy about her husband, but there
you are. She's also disturbed by the possessive-type little blonde Kim has
with her although she doesn't know quite why. After all, she's too conven-
tional to suspect anything unconventional. But she's disturbed all the same.
Anyway, she's pleased as punch when she and Kim begin to see a great deal
of each other.

Kim is a smooth operator from 'way back and immediately gives our
Audrey the full treatment-phone calls every hour on the hour, letters, flowers,
candy, perfume, cozy little dinner dates in "romantic" places-and what girl
could possibly be expected to withstand all that attention, happily married
or no? Why, she was swept right off her feet, naturally. Oh, she put up a few
feeble token struggles at first, but of course they were as nothing to an old
hand at the game like Kim. That cookie was so sure of herself she came right
out and made a bet with Audrey that she could make Audrey fall in love
with her. Guess who won? Incidentally, did I tell you that Kim was married,
too? Oh sure, but her husband was conveniently in the hospital with a broken
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leg or something. Then Audrey's dearly beloved obligingly left town to manage
their farm and you can't imagine how quickly she forgot all about him. In fact,
if he never came back, it would be too soon.

So now everything is sheer heaven for awhile-and it is in this part of
the book that its autobiographical nature becomes apparent because nobody,
but nobody, could describe with such authenticity (and longing) the joy of
such a love without having had experienced it. There are passages here that
are truly moving, and so honest it is almost possible to forgive the author for
the hypocricy that follows. Almost, but not quite.

Then the disillusionment begins. Audrey discovers (because Kim seems
to enjoy torturing her by talking about them) that, like the sailors, Kim has
a girl in every port and has no intention of relinquishing any of them, much
less her husband, who furnishes a very convenient screen for her amoral
activities. Our Audrey, who has fallen hook, line, sinker and rowboat, and
would count the world well lost for Kim (there's sincerity here), is crushed,
of course, when Kim refuses to chuck everything and everybody so they can
walk hand in hand into the sunset. This kid really wanted egg in her beer.
And she's even more upset by the cooling of Kim's ardor now that the bet
has been won.

So there is a great deal of pathos as Audrey tries to recapture the past,
fails, and finally the whole thing disintegrates in a very messy scene that
somehow doesn't ring true. I think the author plucked that scene out of "Well
of Loneliness." Then Audrey has a mental collapse and spends some time in
an institution. All very sad. When she comes out, hubby is waiting with open
arms (he knows the whole story and wants her back anyway-I told you he
was a doll) but she will have no part of him. It's Kim or nobody. And Kim,
that heartless wretch, couldn't care less. So her life is ruined (forever!) and
it's all Kim's fault and Kim is a lesbian (of course our Audrey isn't!!. So all
lesbians are monsters, preying on poor innocent, helpless women like herself,
and therefore should be erased from the face of the earth. logical? The
rental library crowd will think so; they will start crossing the street when they
see a woman in a tailored suit.

But the strange thing is, the author almost succeeds in defeating her own
purpose, for even in her most venomous tirades agoinst lesbians (as a species)
you know she really doesn't believe a word of it-that she'd give her pro-
verbial eyeteeth to have Kim back (on her own terms, of course) and be one
of them, she virtually admits it! And it is just such hypocrisy that makes the
book so annoying. So she happened to get taken for a royal sleigh-ride-she
isn't the first and she won't be the last. But to damn a group for the sins of
one individual is a particularly vicious way to get even. I wonder if she really
feels much satisfaction for having written that book? Somehow, I rather
doubt it.

I would like to say just one thing to the author of "loveliest of Friends,"
and that is-it takes two to tango.

Marlin Prentiss

"V'i r tu e consists in nothing but action in accordance
with the laws of one's own natu r e.."

Ethic s of Spinoza
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The reflection of the city street
came through on the pavement when
the rain touched it, like an invisible
ink revealing secret writings under
the traffic of heedless feet. And,
much like the street, Bert came to
life, too. Something inside him sur-
faced and appeared back of blue
eyes that seemed to know no bounds
like the joy of perfect blue skies.

Yes, why shouldn't he be happy?
He had his business and his "clien-
tele" come rain or come shine. And,

unlike most competitors on opposite
corners, he had his kiosk now: a not
elaborate but finely built place on
the corner, a thing he had worked
for for over a quarter of a century.
He had had his ups and downs it's
true, but he'd kept them entirely
unbeknown to the street. Bert main-
tained, as all men of the world, that
he had no regrets, that he would
trade his life for no one else's, that all
was as it should be. He loved people
and his love, though never ever truly
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concealed, manifested itself mostly
on rainy days when he would rub
his hands and clasp them together
over a friendly kerosene stove and
invite old customers to chat with
him there.

The rain stopped and the day
reminded Bert of a black and white
photograph-"a present of the past"
-and the sequel to this thought was
a quick look at the big round clock
on the green pole in front of Max's
Jewelry Shop. Bert grinned antici-
patively. Brandon would be by in
just three more minutes. Brandon
the boy, Brandon the man, the big
executive Brandon. All of whom
Bert had loved and would love for-
ever. And proud? Indeed, how proud
was he of his Brandon who had
made so good in the past quarter of
a century. Yes, he was glad even,
not saddened, that circumstances
were as they were; he was mostly
responsible for that success. Was it
not, after all, their love for each
other that had forced Brandon to
choose between a career and the risk
of discovery? Bert could scarcely
remember now the anguish of those
first years when Brandon had made
the choice. For, after all, hadn't it
been established years ago that each
man was living his life as it should
be?

Now, rubbing his hands over the
stove and watching the clock as he
did every morning until - sure
enough-there came Brandon from
around the corner, head bent for-
ward and down, hands ground
deeply in pockets, legs passing each
other in perfect strides; all done in
a way as though in struggle against
an onslaught of rain that had sub-
sided minutes before. His figure was
not aged for his forty-eight years
although his hair, under a costly
grey homburg now, was sparse.

"Hi, Mr. Brandon." Both men

~

smiled together, a smile that be-
longed to the greeting. Bert had
used that address years ago; having
begun as a witticism it took on the
mellowness of an effectionate and
special hello.

"Got my paper yet, Bert?"
"Right here, Mr. Brandon. Been

saving it for you for weeks."
Brandon chuckled quickly, his

wide lips curling pleasantly around
a third set of teeth. "Anything new
besides this murder stuff?"

Bert pushed his cap back with his
forearm and shook his head. "Gosh,
Mr. Brandon, I get a new one of
these everyday. I'm not gonna take
and study each one before I sell it."

Brandon chuckled again, patting
Bert roughly on his round back. "A
good salesman knows his product
backwards and forward before he
attempts to sell it," he said.

With an attempt to conceal amuse-
ment, Bert said, "I can give you a
rough idea of the events. There's
been one or two robberies, suicide or
two maybe, and ... "

"I don't see how you do it, Bert,"
Brandon said. "Don't you get tired?"

Bert contracted his shoulders in
an effort to form a shrug which was
always incomplete. "Like anything
else, I guess. But I have a faith in
the city." He pursued with utmost
gravity: "She's more beautiful than
a woman, richer than money, and a
damned sight steadier than both."

Brandon nodded; pursed his lips
so that the vertical lines above his
top lip deepened. It was the kind of
expression made to check a more
revealing one.

"I can trust her. And I'm not
gonna turn from her now," Bert said.

Brandon laughed: a long enor-
mous wheeze. It had the crepitant
sound of burning like a fuse and
Bert had his head cocked in expec-
tation of an explosion of laughter but
it was always just a dud.

"Remember, Bert? When I was
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selling them across the street? Hard-
ly any buildings to speak of. There
was Tony's diner we used to eat at
on the corner. Remember? Them
were the days." The two men looked
at each other, wordless for a mo-
ment. The silence stretched far away
then snapped back. "But times
change .. A man ought to change
with them," Brandon said.

Bert made a half shrug again.
"Guess we can't all be happy selling
papers."

"God forbid," Brandon remarked
as he left the stand. "Can you just
see me hawking papers at my age?"
He folded the paper Bert had sold
him. and placed it under his arm
with a sweep.

The sound of Bert calling custom-
ers followed him as he turned into
the marble foyer of the tall office
building that was his. As he entered
he nodded a greeting to the elevator
boy. The boy responded with a
broad, extravagant smile and a
"Good morning, sir. Secretary's at
his desk now, sir. Seems like he just
never goes home." Brandon grunted
acknowledgement with mock sur-
prise, surprise that had apparently
worn thin by the consecutive use of
this greeting. He switched his brief
case from one hand to the other,
rubbing together the fingers of his
free hand as if to hasten their ascent.

parently. Nervously Bert stomped
on one foot then on the other as
though to fend off the cold. Five
minutes had gone by. Ten.

Bert untied his bundle of papers,
glanced at the bold black caption:
"Oil Magnate Dies Mysteriously."
Just beneath it was a picture of
Brandon ... the picture he had had
taken when they lived together on
24th. Beneath the picture, not quite
so clear now, were several columns
giving the inaccurate account of
Brandon's life. For a fleeting moment,
and for only that long, Bert knew
Brandon had done no more than
hide behind a wealth that glittered
not better than a cluster of metallic
green flies on a rotten plum.

The bone in Bert's neck moved up
and down, then: "Buy your morning
paper here," from a rusty-like voice
that rasped as if twenty-five years
of storm and sunshine on that corner
had affected it. "Read about the life
of an oil tycoon. Paper!" Bert was
interrupted by an official looking
man who held a brief case in his
hand. The man produced a sheet of
paper from the brief case. He held
an unlighted cigarette in his mouth;
it bobbed up and down as he spoke.
He spoke at great length; lifted his
hat and scratched the top of his
head with his smallest finger. Bert
gesticulated uncertainly, forming
half shrugs, as the man folded the
paper, replaced it in his case and
shook his head.

To the chagrin of the best news
reporters in the city Bert shouted:
"Get your morning news here. Oil
magnate dies mysteriously. I just
been told he left his fortune to me!"

And, Bert thought, though he did
not know he thought, he would have
to plan something to do with the
inheritance. Meantime there was
work to be done-news to distribute
like rubbing cold hands over a
friendly kerosene stove.
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At his newsstand early next day,
Bert put a match to his kerosene
stove, blew his warm coffee-breath
into a stiff cold fist. He rearranged,
unnecessarily, a few of his maga-
zines on the display rack and turned
to look at the big round clock on the
green pole in front of Max's Jewelry
Shop. A press truck swerved to his
corner; the young man hurled a
bundle of papers to him, saluted,
"Hi, Bert," and the truck was gone.
Again Bert peered at the clock.
Brandon was going to be late ap-
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Gentlemen:

Kindly let me know whether it is possible

for you to send to me ONE for the year
1955.

By an accident I've read two copies

(March and APril '55) and I was very
astonished about the scientific way in which
your articles have been written. Seldom, I've
been so impressed by the frankness in which
were written the "taboos and secrets" of the
human society. Thank you!

I'm studying psychology at the Free Uni-
versity in Berlin-West and I think it is neces-
sary to know something about the facts and
problems of homosexual being.

I hope to receive a favorable answer from
you and I remain,

MR. L.
BERLIN, GERMANY

Dear Monolithic Bastards:
Here is ONE who doesn't want the

"chance to support what YOU believe in"
and states that unless my name is removed
from your mailing list the Post Office de-
partment will be given a chance to operate
on you.

It is inconceivable to the writer that be-
cause of on inquiry of mine regarding avail-
able art models, I am to suffer repeated on-
slaughts from on amoral publication, this
bolstering considerable critical opinion that
the sale of nude model portraits in itself
raises the moral question.

Boys, go bock to your petticoats.

MR. E
ROME, N. Y.

Dear Mr. E.

Your interesting letter received. Why do
you not take up the matter with the "Post
Office department" as you rather confusedly
term it? We feel sure that thereby your
education in law and other matters might be
distinctly furthered.

As to your terming ONE "an amoral pub-
lication," this is entirely subjective. We un-

hesitatingly term it, on the other hand, a
severely moral publication, one upholding

the highest standards of ethical judgment.

:%1m

The views expressed here are
those of the writers. ONE's readers
cover a wide range of geograph-
Ical, economic, age, and educa-
tional status. This department alms
to express this diversity.

This opinion is moreover held by many of
the eminent clergymen, scientists, lawyers,
writers and others of high standing who
read ONE. We seem unable to discover your
name among those of professional or intel-
lectual distinction. If this is mistaken, please
correct us,

Your extreme disturbance at receiving an
artistic and interesting Christmas mailing
folder, which could easily have been con-
signed to the wastebasket, if unwanted,
brings up an interesting point. In "Society
and the Homosexual," Gordon Westwood
(Dutton, 1952), the author states, "Hundreds

of thousands of men have marked homo-
sexual tendencies in their make-up. The vio-
lence of their denunciation represents a des-

perate repudiation of their own homosexual
tendencies. Moralistic indignation and an

urge to punish are signs of a projected
homosexual tendency."

If you find yourself troubled with a desire
for wearing Upetticoats" or other feminine

apparel, a competent psychiatrist or psychol-
ogist might prove of assistance. This particu-
lar desire is one which the members of
ONE's staff view with sympathetic detach-

ment and a complete absence of personal
interest. We are, however, always ready to
be of such assistance as we may to those
experiencing this urge.

MARVIN CUTLER, SECRETARY
BUREAU OF PUBLIC INFORMATION

Dear A.C.R.:

Received the attractive November issue the

other day and have been thinking ever
since about the anti-intellectual tendency in
so many of the letters you printed. It is
discouraging and depressing when so many
people, not only homosexuals, but people in
every category all over the country, seem to
wont everything brought down to a lowest-
comrnon-deno minctor level and show no im-
pulse to reach upward and outward towards
greater understanding. This mental and
moral flaccidity, this resistance to everything
which is in the least difficult, this tendency to
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complacently accept their .own limitations as
the measure of all things IS really one of the

reat dangers inherent in democracy. Democ-
;acy presupposes an intelligent and thought-

ful citizenry, a citizenry made of people who
realize and accept the obligation to think,
to debate, to search. When citizens shirk
their responsibility to use their brains, that's
when the genuine decadence sets in.

I do not mean that readers must swallow
everything any "highbrow" writer says. But
even in the mental work of 'understanding

him and then debating what he has to say
in one's own mind, one grows.

Homosexuals cry for more understanding
from the heterosexual world, but only too
often they themselves shirk the mental work
involved in self-understanding, as well as a
better understanding of the world in which

they live.
I would not like to see ONE became an

austere and sedate "highbrow" magazine.
It is breezy and often impassioned and that
is good. In fact I think the editors of ONE
have done a difficult job well in diversifying
the appeal of the magazine. It is just that I
feel it is damned important to paint aut the
dangers of "no-nathingism" and anti-intel-
lectualism in a democratic society. I only
hope that ONE doesn't degenerate into a

leost - common - denominator magazine for
least-common-denominator man. That's the
surest way to bag dawn to a stand-still.

MR. L
BALTIMORE, MD.

Gentlemen:
This is to advise receipt of copy of ONE.

From its pages I appreciate the financial
handicap being weathered and trust it is

only temporary. However, as stated, the
dimensions of the task undertaken by ONE,
as a singular publication and as a singular
minority group, are of such great propor-
tions, a final victory seems insurmountable.

But, who wants a final victory? Let's all
get into the fight and enjoy it. Same time
ago words created the dissentions and op-
positions toward variations. ONE is full of
words and needs many more. Mare pages.
Mare messages. And, perhaps, pictures.

So enclosed is a contribution to create a
few more active words.

MR. T.
W. HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

Dear Sir:
For mare than a year now I have been

receiving your magazine. It's maybe a little
too sweeping to say ONE has completely
changed my outlook on life, but it certainly
has given me a clearer understanding of
living. My peculiarities are no longer a
Worry to me. With the relaxing of the tense-
spring which I always felt was my soul, I

find it so much easier to live with a world
that is not as hostile as I had thought. ONE
has not only shawn me that there are mil-
lions with the same desires as myself, but
that these longings are a natural emotion
and not ones to look upon with shame and
disgust.

MR. R.

MELBOURNE, AUS.

Dear Mr. Freeman:
Thank you for your letter acknowledging

sending out the gift copies I ordered. Thanks

for the prompt service!
My buddy and I are very much interested

in doing anything we can to help the cause
of ONE, as a token of our appreciation of
all the excellent work you all have done

there.
Please let us know how we may be of

service to you here and we will do what we

can to help.
MR. J.

KANSAS CITY, MO.

Dear Mr. J.
Thank you for your fine letter of the 4th.

It is always heartening to find the previous
few who are willing to work for ONE and
not sit on the sidelines and complain! Or
~ive free advice! Not that we do not appre-
ciate every useful idea (and there have
been many) but in general the ideas are
things we found impractical three years ago,
or else can 'f undertake for one reason or

another.
So it is most welcome to discover someone

who is willing to get down to brass tacks
and just plain WORK. The greatest need
ONE has (like nearly every enterprise, I
suppose) is money. How to increase our
income? Primarily, by increasing our circula-
tion. This will lead to broader contacts, more
contributors editorially and financially, more

advertisers. So the continued need is for

more and more circulation.
Here in LA we have a Promotion Commit-

tee which meets once a week and works on
circulation. Their job is to take names we
obtain i~ various ways, type them on file
cards, thus forming a mailing list of po-
tential subscribers. Then they type envelopes
with these addresses and stuff the envelopes
with the promotional material being used for
any current advertising campaign. For in-
stance, right now they are addressing about
4 thousand envelopes (from our mailing
list) and stuffing with our latest promotional

folder. We hope for fine results.
This is all a huge job, and laborious in a

way, but it BUILDS as nothing else can.
Every promotional campaign brings us many
new subscribers, purchasers of the play or
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other items, and increases income in a very
important way. We have. found that it is
exactly like a faucet: turn off the Promotion
Committee (as to a degree happened this
past summer) and ONE wilts; turn it back
on and ONE revives. So it might be thought
of as the very life-blood of ONE's growth.
Incidentally, as these thousands of letters go
out, a considerable number of them are un-
delivered. In this way the Committee weeds
out the moved, the lost, and keeps their
mailing list "live."

And what does this mean to you and
your friend? Simply that we need such a
committee in every major city in America,
not just in lA. There is no better way to
achieve this than for one or two of you here
and there to pitch in. Gradually friends may
become interested enough to want to help
out and the committee may grow.

Some important differences in procedure
seem practical however. For instance, it does
not seem practical for us to ship you bulky
bundles of envelopes, of subscription blanks,
other advertising material and back copies
of the magazine, as well as stamps for
mailing, etc. Much simpler for you to begin
collecting nomes (as you have done so well
already), type these on "Duplistickers" in
triplicate. Keep one set yourselves and paste
on 3 x 5 file cords for future checking and
mail us the other two sets. One of these will
go on our file cords, the other on envelopes
for current mailing.

" is working out that we have about six
major campaigns per year, each using dif-
ferent promotional material, or one every
other month. Perhaps as we gain in speed
anw know-how this can be stepped up. We
shall see. Meonwhile, we have found the
current methods very practical, simple to
corry out - if you can find enough willing
workers - and very necessary for the actual
continuance of ONE in business. I must re-
peat, without these campaigns ONE cannot
exist, because our resources are so limited.

So you see how important a part you Can
ploy, if you decide to help ONE this way.

How to get names? Many ways. You al-
ready know many people. That is your nu-
cleus. Your friend. know many people. That is
how ONE started bock in the fall of 1952.
There are many other ways aside from per-
sonal friends. Watch the papers for judges,
police officers, all public officials who should
be educated or might be interested. You get
the names of all sociology, psychology, law,
psychiatry instructors in Universities and col-
leges in Missouri and Kansas. Then you
comb college catalogs for English professors
who might find ONE valuable as a literary
phenomenon. Next you toke your phone
books and get the names of all professional
psychologists, psychiatrists and attorneys
whom you have an ideo might be needing
to know about ONE. When you have worked
Kansas City you toke on SI. louis and Wichita
and Topeka and other cities in your general
area.

Many other ideas will come to you as
you work along but I think I have said
enough to make you realize you would be
undertaking a career of quite some duration!
In fact, we find it is a field whose possibili-
ties we have barely touched. If it were
otherwise ONE would be bigger and stronger
than it is. When we know that there are
thousands of homosexuals in your area, and
that our subscribers there are but a score or
so, we can hardly pat ourselves on the bock
with much enthusiasm yet.

let us know if you are ready to dive in.
DAVID L. FREEMAN

CIRCULATION MANAGER

EDITOR'S NOTE: We have many requests
from people wishing to know how they may
help ONE. The above correspondence is
printed in answer to one and all. This
correspondence took place last October and
we wish to thank publicly Mr. J. and his
friends for the very fine job they are doing!

PRICES CHANGED

For the past two years or so scarce caples of ONE have been prIced at $1.00. ThIs
dIscouraged the casual buyer and leept these Issues available for those wIshIng to com-
plete theIr volumes of the magazIne. LImIted storage space now malees It necessary to
dear thes.e out and malee room for current Issues.
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NEW PRICES FOR ALL COPIES STILL IN STOCK ARE:
@ 0.50 each-January, February, May, June, August-December, Inclusive
@ 0.50 each-January, March
@ 0.25 each-April, May, June, July, October, November, December
@ 0.50-February
@ 0.25 each-January, March, April, May, June, July, August-December, induslve
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FROM MEXICO

/or l!w6e who telonlJ IOlJelher!

Twin Hearts
33/4 "x 2 '/4 " overall

2.95

Double Rectangle
Hinged-4 '/4 "x 2 % " overall

4.98

Solid copper picture frames.
Exquisite craftsmanship, brilliantly

polished.
Colored felt backs, clear plastic

faces.
Non-breakable, last a lifetime for

treasured photos.

Imported to order:
Allow minimum of three weeks.
Sorry, no C.O.D.'s; send money

order.
Money-back guarantee, ten days.

BOX R, One, Incorporated, 232 S. Hill St., Los Angeles 12, Calif.
(Make checks or money orders payable to One, Incorporated. In
California only, add 3 % sales tax; in Los Angeles, 4 %.)

Buying through ONE is a very real way to help your magazine I
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